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Employee engagement, also called worker engagement, is a business management concept. An â€œengaged
employeeâ€• is one who is fully involved in, and.

Grant them the autonomy to improve the way things are done, and involve them in decisions to help them feel
a sense of ownership over the direction of the company. From the people process point of view, it helps by
providing role clarity and career possibilities with robust organization support systems to help enable it. Yes, I
am talking about the employee engagement programs!! Employee engagement emphasizes the importance of
employee communication on the success of a business. For the purpose of accomplish this need the
management of the organization is required to empower the employee at work place Lussier and Achua  To
extract the best out of each team member, it is important that they enjoy their work and feel attached to the
organization. Research instrument The structured questionnaire is used as the research instrument for the
study. Do you know what is expected of you at work? The Watson Wyatt consulting companies has been
proved that there is an intrinsic link between employee engagement, customer loyalty, and profitability.
Enterprises must focus both on use of social software and social media in the enterprise and participation and
integration with externally facing enterprise-sponsored and public communities. An engaged workforce takes
an organization to great heights. Gallup incorporation, a renowned Consulting organization in america of
America showed "engagement ratio to be a macro-level indicator of an organisation's health". It is only an
Engaged Employee who is intellectually and emotionally bound with the organization who feels passionate
about its goals and is committed towards its values thus he goes the extra mile beyond the basic job. In
engagement, people make use of and express themselves literally, cognitively and psychologically during role
performance. This will help in collecting the qualitative and quantitative data. The company which follows an
appropriate performance appraisal technique which is transparent and not biased will have high levels of
employee engagement. Common green initiatives include the use of e-documents, reducing travel and
tele-working. We would hence conclude that raising and maintaining employee engagement lies in the hands
of an organization and requires a perfect blend of time, effort, commitment and investment to craft a
successful endeavor. Owing to this reason, the employee must be trustworthy enough to ensure that authority
provided to employee will not be misused in any case Schriesheim and Neider  Does reward strategy have a
primary influence on worker proposal in First Standard bank Nigeria Plc? Designed to ensure that the
employees maintain their royalty towards the organization, and commits towards the objectives of the
enterprise to ascertain the success of the company and at the same time works towards achieving a sense of
well being, employee engagement is all about creation of the conditions in which employee ensure to deliver
the best of their capability and potential. Research has proved that an engaged workforce is likely to result in
an increase in the profitability of the concern as they have complete dedication and commitment to their work
and thus this is likely to result in an increase in the profit of the concern and thus ensuring the success of the
organization. It so provides a sum-up of the research including recommendations and besides includes an
rating of the survey and suggests countries for farther research. HRM Practitioners have involved in quite a lot
of study to understand employee engagement and its impact on the performance of the organisation. The
motive to transport out this survey arouse out of the demand to really analyze the influence of wages scheme
on employees engagement in First Bank Nigeria Plc. According to them, employee engagement is a level of
commitment and involvement of employees towards their organisation and its value. Do you have adequate
opportunities for professional growth in Persistent System Ltd? This study will focus on achieving employee
engagement through total praise that involves pay, staff benefits and identification methods non- economic
incentive. Armstrong and Dark brown p8 suggested that the incentive strategy followed should be best fit,
motivate people, support in attaining higher level of engagement, positive discretionary behavior and
commitment to the organisation. A loyalty expert Kyle LaMalfa said in his article 11 Methods to increase your
staff devotion that "organisations that promote employee proposal enjoy more income and expand faster
because engaged employees permit a "skill-liquidity, " - an capability to adjust skills to changing business
needs - that boosts a company's flexibility to evolve and capitalize on home based business environments".
They should think about their company more than anything else. Employees express their various skills and
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interests through in-house developed pool of talents and exhibit their skills through various forums provided.
They work with passion and they drive innovation and move their organization forward. Another important
example in this category is Intel Corporation, which one of the most prominent multinational business
organization. Gallup research consistently confirms that engaged work places compared with least engaged are
much more likely to have lower employee turnover, higher than average customer loyalty, above average
productivity and earnings. It is therefore not enough to feel the pulseâ€”the action plan is just as essential.
Persistent has an ongoing commitment to an affirmative action and the creation of a workplace free of
discrimination and harassment. Overall conclusions proved that "while most employers have begun interacting
with their staff around sustainability, their attempts are nascent and pretty basic e. PAC is the base
organization that hosts cultural programs for Persistentians. This tendency of employers has made the concept
of employee engagement and empowerment more intensive and crucial for business organizations.


